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Introduction
Firstly thank you for allowing IVCS the opportunity to present the DriveCam
system for potential install into your fleet.
DriveCam uniquely offers the only real proactive risk management solution. In
terms of our history of working with the DriveCam solution (since 2006), we
have seen many other solutions that attempt to identify and correct risky driver
behaviour. Telematic solutions can offer some insight into driver behaviour
but leave much to guess work when considering the likes of causes of G-Force
exceptions. Often drivers will not remember why they had to brake heavily or
swerve as indicted by a telematics based G-Force Exception. It is therefore very
hard to train based on this information.

•

•

•

DriveCam uniquely offers
the only real proactive
risk management
solution.
With over 6 Billion km’s
of recorded G-force
triggered events from
in excess of 150,000
vehicles fitted worldwide,
we have an incredible
database of information
and trends. For example –
fatigue related clips make
up only 2.4% of recorded
major events.
Complacency in the
Cab followed closely
by distractions are our
first and second biggest
contributor to major
events.

Essentially the company knows the exceptions are there but not what
behaviour is causing them. With DriveCam, not only do we know the exception
occurred, but we also know precisely why, without opinion, varying viewpoints
or misinformation. We provide our clients with the facts via video and the
resources to counter the behaviour from happening again. This means our
clients are able to recognise the risk immediately and implement change to
significantly decrease this risk in a closed loop fashion. The drivers gain the best
possible feedback and a dedicated training program based on their individual
needs as opposed to a typical broad brushed training approach which is costly
and often ineffective on risk reduction.
The flow on effects make for significant savings - in accidents and incidents,
R+M costs, fuel burn, training resources and ultimately in insurance premiums.
The system itself typically returns 3-4x Return On Investment in the first 12
months. Drivers who do not accelerate as hard, brake as hard, corner as fast,
drive the equipment as roughly will decrease costs in fuel, brakes, gearboxes,
tires and all general incidental wear and tear/damage.
This has become apparent in all Australasian implementations to date with an
average 1 year camera cost recovery occurring within 4-6 months. Our present
record on cost recovery on R+M alone stands at 3.5 weeks. These results are
seen across our Australasian client base under the watchful eye of IVCS and the
same can be said of the DriveCam client base in other regions such as North
America, the United Kingdom and South Africa.
We are proud of the product, the level of service we offer and the results
that we see our clients achieving. In this document, we have outlined a more
in depth view of the remarkable DriveCam system and look forward to any
opportunity that may present itself to work towards decreasing the risk
footprint for your business.
We thank you again for the opportunity and look forward to working with you
should DriveCam be the direction of travel that you decide for your fleet.
Kind Regards,
Haydn Bowbyes
Managing Director
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Executive Summary
With over 14 years of experience of working with fleets of all sizes and profiles,
DriveCam team are proven experts in the science of safe and efficient driving.
DriveCam helps clients prevent collisions and reduce fuel costs by improving
the way people drive. The solution addresses the causes of poor driving
by combining data and video analytics with real-time driver feedback and
coaching, resulting in reductions in collision-related costs and fuel consumption
in more than 500 commercial and government fleets worldwide.
DriveCam protects more than 400,000 drivers. In addition, DriveCam monitors
and analyses data from over 20 billion driving miles annually and holds the
world’s largest database of risky driving, which is continually used to improve
proprietary analytics and deliver insights into transportation industry trends.
Based in San Diego, California, DriveCam is a private company dedicated to
improving safety profiles and reducing operating costs on behalf of its clients.
DriveCam is cash flow positive with a strong balance sheet.
In addition, DriveCam utilise best-of-breed technology and business process
partners in order to achieve operational efficiency and scale.

Introducing IVCS
In 2006, Lumley formed a partnership with Commvee Ltd , New Zealand’s only
in-vehicle camera specialists. Lumley launched the first bundled insurance
package to include in-vehicle camera technology for it’s large fleet clients.
The results of the first generation camera system were astonishing with
dramatic risk reductions for clients.
In late 2010 Commvee rebranded as IVCS (In Vehicle Camera Systems) and
expanded operations across the Australasian market.
The results for clients using the DriveCam solution have surpassed expectations
on all levels. High risk clients have experienced dramatic and sustainable
decreases in vehicle related incidents and operating costs.
National Average Risk Points/Vehicle Linehaul 200 Vehicle NZ Fleet
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The results for clients using
the DriveCam solution have
surpassed expectations on
all levels. High risk clients
have experienced dramatic
and sustainable decreases in
vehicle related incidents and
operating costs.

In addition to saving lives, DriveCam reduces collision costs up to 80% and
prevents fuel waste by up to 12% by focusing on the causes of poor driving
to eliminate driver error. Our program-based approach starts with improving
safety through video through coaching drivers to reduce and eliminate the
frequency of risky driving behaviours. This approach impacts the causes of
collisions, including distracted, drowsy, and risky driving.
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IVCS Company Focus
1. Improve safety
through video.
2. Reduce the costs
associated with risky and
inefficient driving.
3. Provide a program-based
approach to eliminate
risky driving in your fleet.

Our focus as a company, and our commitment to our customers, centers on
three core objectives:

Improve safety through video
• The riskiest behaviours can only be conclusively identified, coached and
improved (or eliminated) with a video solution. Analytics, alone, does not
drive the necessary change to improve your safety profile.
• With a fleet video and audio recorder operators can more easily
communicate inappropriate driving behaviours with drivers and correct
behaviour before it leads to a costly collision.
• Video is also the only way to capture indisputable evidence of what
happened in a collision, protecting drivers and fleets from fraudulent claims.

Reduce the costs associated with risky and inefficient driving
• Fleet operators see collision/incidental damage cost reductions decrease
dramatically hand in hand with the driver risk footprint
(+90% risk reduction in the first 12 months)
• DriveCam can reduce operating costs in the areas of fuel and
maintenance up to 12% through the implementation of in-cab coaching
and automated monitoring of key driving metrics such as idle time, rapid
acceleration and deceleration.
• Black box solutions cannot identify, or monitor, the types of safe driving
principles prioritised by training programs, such as Smith’s Five Keys to
Safe Driving.

Provide a program-based approach to eliminate risky driving in
your fleet
• DriveCam Online® captures all incident details and provides easy-to-access
reports that observe and rate the impact of the program on drivers, coaches
and the organisation at large.
• Quarterly Program Reviews provide consolidated Key Performance
Indicators that cover metrics by driver, site, region and company,
along with industry benchmarks. These are presented to executive and
regional leadership, along with recommendations for better execution of
the DriveCam Program.
• Annual Return On Investment reviews measure the financial performance of
the Program, spotting weaknesses and strengths leading to further program
fine tuning.

What do we stand for?
• IVCS have been providing both stand-alone (Dash-cams) and managed
camera systems in Australia since 2009 and New Zealand since 2006.
• Whilst we pride ourselves in our work to improve the risk footprint for
our clients and significant returns on investment, the IVCS team are most
passionate about the drivers and more importantly about getting them
home safe!
• It deeply saddens, angers and frustrates us when we hear of another truck
driver being injured or killed when so many of these incidents are truly
preventable.
• Time and time again using DriveCam, we have proven that we can rapidly
change the fleet risk footprint through the identification of poor driving
behaviour and the resultant immediate change in this behaviour via
pinpoint training and coaching . DriveCams pro-active rather than re-active
process rapidly decreases the average drivers risk of at fault accident by
more than 90% in the first 12 months.
• There is a solution and it really does work. If an operation wants to have nil
incidents there is a need to invest.
Proprietary & Confidential Information
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DriveCam’s Unique Qualities
1. Innovative.
2. Leader in exceptionbased video.
3. Driver-focused and
driver friendly.
4. Offers an efficient,
programmatic approach.
5. Proven track record.

As you review IVCS and DriveCam’s qualifications, we hope that you will
agree that the system offers several unique and innovative solutions for your
organisation. Specifically, DriveCam:

Is Innovative
DriveCam pioneered the use of video to identify the behavioural causes of poor
driving, and we continue to innovate so you always have complete visibility to
risk in your fleet – down to the individual driver.

Is the Leader in Exception Based Video
DriveCam allows fleets to identify and correct the causes of poor driving and
protects drivers in the event of a no-fault collision. Knowing the actual cause of
poor driving is critical to developing predictive analytics.

Is Driver-Focused and Driver Friendly
DriveCam makes drivers safer and more efficient, and protects drivers from
wrongful blame. Our expertise in engaging drivers and their unions helps build
confidence and success.

Offers an Efficient, Programmatic Approach
DriveCam does not simply provide you with mounds of data. We clarify the
causes of fleet risk, focus your team on priorities, and track accountability to
results – we do the heavy lifting so you don’t have to.

Has a Proven Track Record
DriveCam delivers year-over-year results for many of the largest and most
prestigious Transit fleets in North America. With 14 years of experience,
more than 500 commercial and government fleets and 30+ billion Km’s
monitored annually, DriveCam is the proven solutions provider to the
transportation industry.
DriveCam is uniquely qualified to partner with Mountain Industries with the full
expectation that safety will be increased, and costs associated with risky and
inefficient driving will be reduced.
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The DriveCam Solution
1. Program delivery.
2. Program management.

With experience and feedback from our customers, the DriveCam Program has
developed over time to include two critical pieces.

Program Delivery
This daily/weekly process of capturing events, review, scoring and coaching
process is delivered through an easy-to-use online interface to enable effective
coaching and driver improvement in the most efficient and effective manner.
We drive efficiency by scoring and prioritising the events so that only the
highest priorities rise to the surface, and alerting managers and coaches by
email of events identified as “must see now.”

Program Management
A methodology that provides safety and operations executives with succinct
views about:
• How the program is performing.
• How your performance compares with others in your industry and within
your company.
• What you need to prioritise in order to maximise results of the program.
A key component of this management process is the Quarterly Program Review
(QPR) which delivers these answers efficiently and in a format that allows easyto-communicate follow-on action.
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DriveCam Managed Service vs DashCams
For 2 or more vehicles in
a fleet

Before transport operators rush out and purchase a bunch of
DashCams for their trucks it would be wise to understand the
difference between these and the DriveCam managed system.
• Dashcams (SD Card Based) while cheap, generally are not a risk reducing
solution for fleets of more than two trucks.
• IVCS has been suppliers of both since 2006.

√

• These years of experience have shown that any more than two trucks
in a fleet with SD card-driven dash cams, quickly become too hard (time
consuming) to monitor and essentially these cams end up becoming simply
reactive crash-recorders. Reactive rather than proactive safety tools don’t
get drivers home safe.
• Your clients don’t want a video copy of an accident… they just simply don’t
want the accident in the first place!

x
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DriveCam Daily Driving Improvement
1. Monitor driving; provide
real-time feedback.
2. Upload video and data.
3. Analyse, score and
prioritise.
4. Access confidential
website for events,
dashboards and reports.
5. Coach driver.
6. A safer driver returns to
the road.

Monitor Driving; Provide Real-Time Feedback
DriveCam’s Video Event Recorder continuously monitors and captures driving
behaviour, and provides real-time feedback.

Upload Video and Data
Exception-based video and data are uploaded via a secure cellular connection
to DriveCam’s Data Center – and are immediately available to the client.

Analyse, Score and Prioritise
Proprietary data analytics, combined with expert video review, highlight the
causes of poor driving and prioritise actions needed to reduce fleet risk and
operating costs.

Access Confidential Website for Events, Dashboards and Reports
Configurable alerts direct clients to online tools, including dashboards for
company-wide visibility and accountability, and hotspot mapping for analysis of
poor driving.

Coach Driver
Flexible coaching and training methods are applied based on operational demands.

A Safer Driver Returns to the Road
Continuous monitoring verifies that lessons have been applied and protects
drivers, resulting in fewer preventable collisions.
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Overall Reports and Results
Operating Costs:
Drivers who do not
accelerate as hard, brake as
hard, corner as fast, drive
the equipment as roughly
will decrease costs in fuel,
brakes, gearboxes, tires and
all general incidental wear
and tear/damage.

• Real Risk Reduction.
• Real $ savings in any accident investigation.
• Real $ savings in operating expenses.
• Real adherence to company safety policy and procedure.
• Only tool to accurately ID training needs service issues and accident fault.
• The DriveCam system allows clients to instantly identify their most at risk
drivers and retrain them – saving big dollars on pinpoint rather than blanket
training.
• Direct the training resource where it is needed most to reduce the risk.
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Latest Return On Investment Case Study
At Fault Motor Vehicle Accident Reduction and Cost Savings Alone
• 190 vehicle fleet self-insured up to $150k
• 50 vehicles with DriveCam fitted vs 140 without DriveCam fitted
• 6 Month Results of DriveCam fitted vs without DriveCam fitted
• 64% reduction in the number of risky events recorded
• 73% reduction in severity of risk (based on risk scores average per event)
• How did this behavioural change reflect on number of At Fault Motor
Vehicle Accidents and costs associated?
6 Months Totals Summary
Total kms driven

10,556,746 km

Total accidents client liable

122

Total amount incurred

$294,572.76

At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents without DriveCam fitted

87.90%

At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents with DriveCam fitted

12.1%

Total accidents client liable without DriveCam

108

Total accidents client liable with DriveCam

19

Total amount incurred without DriveCam

$236,701.01

Total amount incurred with DriveCam

$25,661.03

Client cost incurred without DriveCam
average per PM/Mth

$279.36

Client cost incurred with DriveCam
average per PM/Mth

$49.88

Tracking At Fault Motor Vehicle Accident
per Mill km/month without DriveCam

13.99

Tracking At Fault Motor Vehicle Accident
per Mill km/month with DriveCam

5.06

At Fault Motor Vehicle Accident Reduction
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At Fault Accidents/
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Latest Return On Investment Case Study
Factoring in savings in fuel,
brakes, gearboxes, tires and
all general incidental wear
and tear/damage as well
as savings on Training and
accident investigation, the
payback is far larger and
happens much faster.

At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents Reduction – What was it worth?

$279.36

Prevent one major accident
from occurring and the system
pays for itself for a year.

$49.88

Average vehicle per month of
client cost from At Fault Motor
Vehicle Accidents incurred
with DriveCam fitted.

Average vehicle per month of client cost
from At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents
incurred without DriveCam fitted.

At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents Cost Savings – Return On
Investment Payback/Breakeven
• DriveCam Vehicle/Month costs as at 14/05/2013 = $95.00
• Savings on At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents costs alone
per Vehicle/Month = $229.48
• Profit from At Fault Motor Vehicle Accidents reduction alone*
per Vehicle/Month = $134.48
• Camera cost recovery (months) payback of 1 year subscription
(accidents savings Only) = 5 Months
• Factoring in savings in fuel, brakes, gearboxes, tires and all general
incidental wear and tear/damage as well as savings on Training and accident
investigation, the payback is far larger and happens much faster.

Summary
• DriveCam is a complete fleet risk management solution.
• DriveCam highlights unsafe driving behaviour immediately and gives clear
direction for pinpoint coaching.
• DriveCam is the only real pro-active camera based solution for transport
fleets.
• DriveCam covers its own costs quickly and is thus very affordable.
• Drivecam is helping ensure that the drivers get home safe!

“Prevent one major accident from occurring and the system pays for itself for a year.”
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DriveCam Video Event Recorder
The DriveCam Video Event
Recorder (VER), placed in
plain sight on a vehicle’s
windshield, continuously
monitors your drivers’
behaviour and provides realtime in-cab feedback.

DriveCam’s 3rd-generation video event recorder (DC3) is the industry standard
for monitoring and capturing risky driver behaviour.
Despite spending millions of dollars every year on driver training, fleet
operators still have little visibility into their drivers’ behaviour on the road.
The DriveCam Video Event Recorder solves this problem by giving you insight into
how your drivers are complying with company policies and relevant laws, while
also providing a record of their driving behaviour so you can help them improve.
Since 1998, DriveCam has dramatically reduced operating costs by significantly
reducing fuel costs and slashing claims costs in more than 350,000 vehicles.
DriveCam’s program reduces unsafe driving habits and provides the
opportunity to implement corrective measures – before a collision occurs.

The Solution
The DriveCam Video Event Recorder (VER), placed in plain sight on a vehicle’s
windshield, continuously monitors your drivers’ behaviour and provides realtime in-cab feedback.
The VER is continuously recording but not saving. It saves the critical seconds
before and after a risky driving event when its embedded accelerometers
measure forces exerted on the vehicle, such as abrupt start/stops,
sudden turns, accelerations/decelerations and collisions.
The event video and data (which includes views of both the road ahead and
the driver) is uploaded, via the cellular network, to DriveCam’s Risk Analysis
Center where DriveCam’s trained professionals analyse the events
(review, score and comment on each event) for fleet management to use in
coaching drivers and improving driver safety.

DC3 Features
The DriveCam Video Event Recorder includes the following features:
• Tri-Axis Accelerometer with proprietary vehicle-specific algorithms
• Real-Time In-Cab Feedback: Engage drivers in less risky and more
efficient driving.
• RiskPredict® Processing: By more accurately identifying risk, you can focus
on events related to risky driving and avoid sorting through “non events.”
• Collision Video Recording: In case of a collision, the video event recorder
captures an unbiased, factual record of the event.
• Cellular Upload: Anytime, anywhere network access and immediate
collision upload.
• Telematics: Using GPS, the video event recorder captures location, speed
and heading information of recorded events with links to online navigation
and mapping services, i.e., Google Earth™ or Bing™ Maps.
-- Additional location-based services enable route mapping,
vehicle tracking, and mileage & exception reporting for location-based
risk modeling & driving pattern analysis. Also includes hotspot mapping
of the locations with the greatest driving risk. (fees may apply)
• Driver-Activated Event Recording: Give drivers the control to capture events
that occur when they happen.
• Health Monitor Reporting: Online management of all components of the
VER including accelerometer, memory, cellular modem and GPS.
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DC3 Product Specifications
General
Memory available for event and data storage:

Up to 512 MB (>400 events)

Horizontal field of view:		

92⁰ (internal) /75⁰ (external)

Articulating interior lens:		

+/-13.5⁰ (horizontal or vertical)

Accelerometers:		

3 axis (forward, lateral & vertical)

Manual video trigger:		

Yes

Industrial grade parts:		

Yes

Limited Warranty:		

2 years

		

Power
Standard input voltage:		

12V or 24V (9V min. to 30V max.)

Power input connector to event recorder:

RJ45 (short body)

Power Draw @ 12V:

Ignition ON (Illuminator ON)

Ignition OFF (Illuminator OFF)

Cellular (standard state)

228mA

165 mA

Cellular (transmitting)

438 mA

375 mA

Power Draw in Hibernation Mode (Ignition OFF):

Less than 1mA (Hibernation can be set by vehicle)

Connectivity
Wireless:		

Cellular – CDMA, GSM (international only)

USB (both models):		

USB 2.0 (USB Mini A or Mini B plug)

Advanced Functionality (may require additional peripherals)
Infrared Illuminator for low light conditions:

Yes

Remote Triggering:		

Yes

Safety Enhancement Module (SEM) support:

Yes (fees may apply)

Environmental
Dimensions (excludes mounting bracket):

4.6 x 4.3 x 2.1 in (W/H/D)

			

11.7 x 10.9 x 5.3 cm (W/H/D)

Operating temperature:		

-40 to 185⁰F (-40 to 85⁰C)

Weight:		

8.3 oz (236 g)

Physical Security
Security screws used to seal unit:

Full coverage

Block to prevent power disconnection:

Yes

Power disconnect reporting:		

Yes

Memory format:		

Disk on chip (non-removable)

Mounting bracket:		

Non-removable
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DriveCam Online
Offering 24/7 secure access
via the internet, DriveCam
Online provides the
important information you
need to monitor fleet risk.

DriveCam Online is your one-stop shop for managing your DriveCam Program
effectively and efficiently. Offering 24/7 secure access via the internet,
DriveCam Online provides the important information you need to monitor
fleet risk, prioritises what you need to maximise your driver risk management
program and provides the necessary tools for coaching your drivers to improve
their driving behaviour. Featuring dashboards, alerts and configurable reports,
DriveCam Online is your key to Driver Risk Management success.

Why DriveCam Online?
• Easily Monitor Enterprise-Wide Results and Program Compliance
-- Access to your DriveCam events and reports anywhere, anytime you
have an Internet connection.
-- Dashboards to monitor critical activities at all levels of your organisation
so you can take immediate action to resolve issues and improve driver
behaviour as it arises.
-- Trend the key metrics over a selectable period of time at all levels of
your company.
-- Coaching Effectiveness Metric that gives you the insight you need to
improve your supervisor and driver interaction.
-- Filter and query capabilities make it easier to quickly locate the
information you want and get to the root cause. Focus on the most
critical events that need attention.

• Configure the Program to the Unique Needs of Your Organisation
-- An extensive collection of user-defined reports to help you better
manage your fleet.
-- User-defined Alerts to automatically notify you or others when
behaviours you select are identified by DriveCam’s Driving Risk Analysts,
i.e., collisions, score > 10, no seatbelts, etc.
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DriveCam Online
Prioritises what you need
to maximise your driver risk
management program and
provides the necessary tools
for coaching your drivers
to improve their driving
behaviour.

• View Videos and Coach Drivers
-- Video events reveal speed, location, heading and G-force.
-- Coaching comments area allows you to add you own comments while
coaching; use the collapsible notes section to easily hide comments
during coaching sessions.
-- Dual and full screen view for simultaneous inside and outside review.
Helps you point out exact behaviours at trigger points, making coaching
faster and easier.
-- Links to Google Earth™ or Bing™ Maps so you can actually see where the
event occurred.
-- “All events” tab for immediate access to videos even before they are scored.

• Manage Program Information
-- Add, edit, and delete users and vehicles.
-- Monitor the health of your video event recorders from your desk with
easy-to-use reports.
-- Track which vehicles have video event recorders and move recorders
between vehicles as your business warrants.
-- Quickly download videos for use in litigation or for driver training purposes.
Isolate the “forward-only view” to use for fleet wide driver training.
-- Update users, their access and capabilities within DriveCam Online.
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DriveCam Online
DriveCam Online is your onestop shop for managing your
DriveCam Program effectively
and efficiently.

• Minimum System Requirements
-- Intel 2.66 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent processor
-- 512 MB RAM
-- 100 Mbps network interface card
-- 256 kbps Internet connection (512 kbps or higher recommended)
-- Dedicated video card with 128 MB RAM at 1280x1024 resolution
-- Audio sound card
-- Microsoft XP or Vista
-- Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 or higher
-- Silverlight 2.0+ minimum (strongly recommended)
-- Network connection that permits streaming WMV videos
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DriveCam Video Retention Policy
With a database drawn
from over 5 billion driving
km’s, DriveCam understands
the importance of securely
maintaining client data.
The following is a summary
of DriveCam’s standard data
retention policy.

DriveCam’s data retention policy is as follows:
• Non-video (metadata) data associated with an event – including driver
name, vehicle number, event scoring, etc. – are maintained in DriveCam
Online™ for the life of the client program, allowing for historical or trend
reporting.
• Video events remain live in DriveCam Online™ for a period of 90 days.
• On day 91, video events (including audio) are archived to tape backup for an
additional 270 days, and so can no longer be viewed via DriveCam Online™.
-- While an event is archived, it can be recovered at a cost of $500USD per
event. This fee covers the cost of retrieving archival tapes and manually
identifying and restoring the requested event.
• On day 366, the tape backup is destroyed and can no longer be recovered.

Regarding data retention, DriveCam recommends:
Clients should develop a data retention policy concerning events, including
collision events, events related to a claim or HR action, etc.
Video events can easily be downloaded via DriveCam Online™ in either
Windows Media (.WMV) or DriveCam proprietary (.DCE) formats. Click on the
button(s) on the bottom left of the “coaching page” in DriveCam Online™ to
download important events.
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Providing a Custom Return On Investment Analysis
for Deploying DriveCam in Your Fleet
The first step in reducing
costs associated with unsafe
or inefficient driving is
understanding your fleet’s
risk profile.

With over 350,000 vehicles deployed, DriveCam has been providing fleet risk
and operating cost analysis for more than 14 years. We start with your claims
and fleet operating cost data and apply best practices and benchmarking
– learned from over 5 billion driving km’s of data – into a custom business
analysis. This analysis of your company’s claims and operating cost profile will
provide you with specific recommendations for loss control – whether you
decide to deploy DriveCam or not.

DriveCam offers a custom
fleet risk and operating
cost analysis based on your
company’s claims data and
makes recommendations
relevant to deploying a Driver
Risk Management Program.

Starting the analysis process is easy. Under a non-disclosure agreement,
we would collect your claims and operating cost data. Upon careful
examination of your data – in combination with our industry expertise –
we will:
• Characterise your claims and fleet operating costs across geographic regions.
• Characterise your claims and fleet operating costs by type of vehicles.
• Determine your riskiest and most inefficient vehicles/locations.
• Provide you with profile spreadsheets and maps that you can share
throughout your organisation.
• Measure your results against industry benchmarks.
• Compare your fleet practices against industry best practices based upon
your fleet size and vehicle types.
Most importantly, we will create a custom report emphasizing those areas of
concern that need attention. We will make recommendations on how a Driver
Risk Management Program can work with your fleet.
And if it can’t, we’ll tell you that, too!

Actionable Return On Investment
One company that took advantage of our custom analysis is on target to
improve its bottom line by over $12 million over the next few years.
How are they doing it?
By implementing our Driver Risk Management Program, the company is
realizing improvements across the following key performance indicators:
• 55 percent improvement in claims costs for new sites.
• 10 percent improvement in service tech productivity.
• 6 percent fuel consumption savings.
• Better response time to customer service calls.
Depending on the size of your fleet, your savings may be even greater.

What You Will Learn
Since every Return On Investment Analysis is customised to your needs based
upon the data you provide prior to the meeting, you will not get cookie cutter
results. You will see – in actual dollars – how your fleet measures up and the
amount of savings you could realize with a Driver Risk Management approach.
You’ll learn from customised dashboards as we walk you through a custom
analysis focusing on Return On Investment for your fleet. You will see the
dollars you’ll save in claims, insurance costs, fuel and maintenance – for each
vehicle per year. Plus we provide estimated payback timeframes, collision
breakdown by causes and five-year savings information based on conservative
and target benchmarks. Depending on the size of your fleet, your savings may
easily top the $12 million mentioned above.
Proprietary & Confidential Information
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Providing a Custom Return On Investment Analysis
for Deploying DriveCam in Your Fleet
Since every Return On
Investment Analysis is
customised to your needs
based upon the data you
provide prior to the meeting,
you will not get cookie cutter
results. You will see – in
actual dollars – how your
fleet measures up and the
amount of savings you could
realize with a Driver Risk
Management approach.

Based upon our comprehensive analysis of the information you provide,
you’ll receive:
1. Specific recommendations to reduce risky driving throughout your fleet
2. Hard recommendations concerning deployment actions and timing
3. On-target Return On Investment based upon the steps you take
4. Spreadsheets detailing the amount of money you will save over a 12, 24 and
36-month cycle
5. Program investment details for capital and operating budget purposes
Throughout the briefing, we will review the data with you and your executives
so we can match the appropriate solution to your particular issues. Then, as we
simulate what program elements will help you drive better live results,
you’ll immediately learn where to focus first in deploying to maximise impact,
along with deployment timing to best meet your business (and financial) needs.
You provide the data and we’ll provide the analysis and recommendations.
You’ll be amazed at the information hidden in the data you currently have.
Let us show you what you can achieve – in both crashes averted and money saved.
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Deploying DriveCam Diagramatic
Introductions Stage
• Return On Investment
Analysis (optional)
• Master Purchase
Agreement
• Deployment Planning

30-60 days

Ongoing

Program Start Up

Program Delivery

• Program Kick-off

• Expert Video Event Analysis

• Communication to Workforce

• Proactive Health Checks (KPI’s)

• Certified Installs

• Online Tools & Training

• Site Set Up

• Performance Reporting

• Training

• Client/Tech Support
• Program Reviews
• Return On Investment
Confirmation
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Fleet Tracking Solution
Seamlessly integrated into
our DC3 Event Recorder
and DriveCam Online™,
DriveCam’s Fleet Tracking
Solution provides a real-time
view of fleet operations,
ensuring compliance and
improving productivity.
Additionally, Trip History
provides a comprehensive
picture of both operational
and safety concerns.
Best of all, for a limited of
time, customers who sign
up for a DriveCam system
will receive GPS Tracking for
free for the length of their
subscription.

DriveCam’s Fleet Tracking Solution is a natural outgrowth from our pioneering
work in driver safety and risk management. Seamlessly integrated into our
DC3 Event Recorder and DriveCam Online™, DriveCam’s Fleet Tracking Solution
allows you to access a wealth of compliance and productivity data at the same
time you’re accessing safety and fuel information about your fleet.
No additional hardware. All in one application.

Real Data in Real Time… Historical Data When You Need It
DriveCam’s Fleet Tracking Solution gives you an inside look into each vehicle’s
location – any time, any day.
By simply logging into DriveCam Online™, you can select:
Real-time View
• Current vehicle location (including street address)
• Closest vehicle
• Recent speed & idle violations
Trip History View
• Trip segments with breadcrumb trails
• Trip duration
• Stop duration
• Mapped driving events and violations (including video events)
For example, DriveCam’s robust mapping allows you to see the location
of the following:
• Collisions
• High-risk events
• Low-risk events
• Speed violations
• Idle violations
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Fleet Tracking Solution
DriveCam’s Fleet Tracking
Solution gives you an inside
look into each vehicle’s
location – any time, any day.

Ensure Fleet Compliance
Know your drivers are in the right place at the right time. Real-time status
allows you to recognise route deviations and recent stop and start durations.
Trip History helps you to track off-hours use and analyse both operational and
risky driving violations to improve fleet safety and performance.
Improve Driver Productivity
By knowing the real-time location of your drivers, you will manage your fleet
more efficiently. For instance, when a call comes in for service,
you can verify each driver’s location, identify who is closest to the call and
assign the appropriate driver. Trip History allows you to analyse routing and
improve driver productivity. For example, by analysing average stop duration
(for a delivery, job or pick-up), you can identify high-performing drivers and
areas for improvement.
A Full Suite of Reports
Both productivity and compliance are presented through a full suite of reports:
• Driver Trip History – Allows you to view a specific driver’s vehicle trip
information for a specific day – including start/stop times and trip duration,
street addresses and stop durations.
• Fleet Summary – Allows you to view a daily summary of all of your vehicle’s
trip information for a selected group and its subgroups.
• Over Speed and Over Idle Violations – Allows you to view a list of vehicles
that have exceeded the speed and idle thresholds over a selected date range.
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Fuel Management Solution
DriveCam’s behaviour-based
Fuel Management Solution is
a new and innovative tool for
improving fleet performance.
Integrated into DriveCam
Online™, our solution
combines real-time incab feedback with online
reporting and coaching to
improve fuel efficiency (by up
to 12%) and lower emissions.

What is Behaviour-Based Fuel Management?
Unlike vehicle-centric fuel solutions, DriveCam’s solution focuses on the driver
– specifically on the three driving behaviours that have the greatest impact on
fuel efficiency:
• Efficient driving – Smooth driving is efficient driving. By eliminating
maneuvers such as rapid acceleration and hard braking, fleets can improve
their fuel efficiency.
• Idling – Idling directly impacts your fuel cost. Excessive idling in vehicles
conservatively waste +4 litres/hour. (Transportation Research Board).
• Speeding – Every increase of 5 km/h over 90km/h decreases fuel efficiency
by up to 10% (Government Accountability Office).

How it Works
DriveCam’s behaviour-based fuel management solution features an easy-to-use
four-step process:
1. In-Cab Driver Feedback
Provides drivers with real-time guidance without distraction.
Visual indicators tell drivers when they are driving efficiently,
approaching a “violation,” and exceeding a company-set threshold.
By receiving real-time in-cab feedback, drivers are able to make immediate
adjustments to their driving.
2. Fuel Score Ranking
DriveCam combines measurement of efficient driving, excessive idling and
speeding into an overall Fuel Score. By ranking drivers across the fleet as
green (fuel efficient), yellow (marginally fuel efficient) and red (least fuel
efficient), managers can prioritise driver coaching, adjust driving policies
and train drivers to improve their overall fleet performance.
3. Performance Tracking
DriveCam Online’s Fuel Management dashboard allows for easy comparison
and analysis. Along with the overall Fuel Score, summaries and drilldowns for speeding, idling and efficient driving performance uncovers
opportunities for improvement. Additionally, the time and location of speed
and idle violations are available for mapping.
4. Coaching & Training for Sustained Results
Combining in-cab feedback with targeted coaching and incentives,
the DriveCam Fuel Management solution delivers sustained results.
Clients have seen improvements of up to a 12% reduction in overall fuel
consumption.
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Program Efficiency
DriveCam’s Program
Delivery team helps your
program management team
by bringing best practice
processes, templates,
and ideas learned over time.
We assist in mapping these
best practices to align with
your organisation’s situation
and structure.

The DriveCam Program is designed to be:
• Insightful and Data-Driven: We focus on the “So what?” data presentation
on its own has limited value. We deliver data-driven summary-level insights,
combined with analytics about why these insights are important or valuable.
• Time-Efficient: We create a management review process that gets the right
people together for a concise time period to discuss key takeaways and
make decisions based on Program performance.
• Actionable: The insights lead to recommendations that can make the most
impact, and in a format that leads to straightforward implementation.

This efficient approach comes together in DriveCam’s Quarterly
Program Review, which focuses on a quick summary of:
• Program performance.
• Internal and external benchmarks on performance and improvement rates.
• Collision and exoneration analysis.
• Analytics highlighting your riskiest drivers and riskiest root-cause behaviours.
• Recommendations for focus and improvement.
IVCS, DriveCam’s Australasian Program Delivery team helps your program
management team by bringing best practice processes, templates, and ideas
learned over time. We assist in mapping these best practices to align with your
organisation’s situation and structure. As the Program is deployed we develop
an analysis that incorporates your actual claims, fuel data and key assumptions
to illustrate the Program’s impact on actual lagging metrics and Return
On Investment on an annual basis. Finally, we have collaborative working
relationships with training and change management specialty firms that can
help overcome some of the common communications and training consistency
challenges that come with large enterprise organisations.
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Drivecam In The News
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Drivecam In The News: Linfox Trial DriveCam in Western
Australia – After Successful Queensland Implementation
Victoria based global logistics
giant, Linfox has announced
a trial of IVCS’ DriveCam
system in 40 of its Western
Australia vehicles, following
quickly on the heels of a
successful trial and full
deployment in Queensland.

(Source: Diesel Talk) http://www.dieseltalk.co.nz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=228
7:linfox-trial-drivecam-in-wa-after-successful-qld-implementation&catid=34:associations&Itemid=53

Auckland-based IVCS (In Vehicle Camera Systems) Asia Pacific’s DriveCam
system representatives, well known to Kiwi transport operators, is a success
across the Tasman.
Victoria based global logistics giant, Linfox has announced a trial of IVCS’
DriveCam system in 40 of its Western Australia vehicles, following quickly on
the heels of a successful trial and full deployment in Queensland.
Warren Kaeding, Linfox operations training manager, says: “Results from
our previous Queensland trials show DriveCam leads to fewer motor vehicle
incidents and that drivers are very positive about the system.
“During the initial Queensland trials, our Larapinta site in Brisbane experienced
a 60% decrease in the number of motor vehicle incidents (MVIs) and a 46%
decrease in triggered events. There was an 88% decrease in MVIs over the
three test sites.”
Kaeding says that instances of manual trigger activation of DriveCam by drivers
also significantly increased during the trial.
“We’ve had terrific feedback from drivers as they’ve become familiar with the
technology and its role in improving safety,” says Kaeding.
Drivers use the manual trigger to capture other drivers poor driving or near
misses for incident reporting.
The DriveCam system is quite different to SD card driven dash-mounted
cameras. DriveCam records forward on-road footage and driver-facing cab
footage, using one dual camera unit, triggered by G-force increases such as a
sudden braking or swerving action.
DriveCam continually loops and overwrites except for manual driver
activations, or when driving behaviours cause sharp vehicle movements which
will trigger the system to save incidents to its hard drive - eight seconds prior to
trigger-point, and the following four seconds - which are crucial in determining
what happened in an MVI.
That video and data is then uploaded in real-time via secure cellular connection
to DriveCam’s data centre for independent review and analysis, and made
simultaneously available to fleet managers for instant analysis if required.
Haydn Bowbyes, IVCS managing director regards this as a critical point of
difference between DriveCam’s holistic system, incorporating driver safety and
education as central tenets, rather than dash-mounted ‘spy cameras’.
Says Bowbyes:“DriveCam as a system provides a suite of proprietary data
analytics which when combined with expert video review highlights the
causes of poor driving - and will prioritise the action required to decrease this
behaviour, thus dramatically reducing fleet risk and operating costs.”
Those risk-reduction and training factors proved crucial in gaining Linfox
acceptance of DriveCam – being able to identify dangerous behaviours that
could lead to an accident. ”For Linfox” says Bowbyes, “the system allows
them to target their training resources directly to the risk(s) clearly and visibly
identified by the system.”
DriveCam is fully GPS enabled and heavy truck-specific, eliminating risk of
triggering cameras through normal heavy-vehicle vibration.
Key to DriveCam’s system, says Bowbyes, is the ability for fleet managers to
configure alerts for ‘hotspot’ mapping of dangerous or poor driving. “In the
event of poor driving, the system applies coaching methods based on operational
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Drivecam In The News: Linfox Trial DriveCam in Western
Australia – After Successful Queensland Implementation
Smaller transport operators,
often time-poor, may be
self-deceived into believing
a dash-mounted camera
might tick their driver safety
box, but it is not a significant
tool in reduction of risk or
provision of ‘driver science.’

demands and subsequent monitoring verifies those lessons have been
implemented, protecting drivers and resulting in fewer preventable collisions.”
Best-practice program reviews ensure any safety programme is on track, and
the data analysis provides driver-to-driver profiling and comparison. Site-to-site
and region-to-region are similarly measurable metrics.
“It is these broader analytical tools, and the capability to deliver training, that is
attractive not just to transport companies, anything from two vehicles and up,”
says Bowbyes, “but also to Lumley Insurance, which has incorporated DriveCam
into its heavy commercial motor risk management portfolio.”
Bowbyes urges transport companies and fleet operators to be ever vigilant
around their driver safety and training. He says fleet managers should have a
good understanding that stand-alone dash-mounted cameras, while cheap,
generally are not a risk reducing solution for fleets of more than two trucks.
“Like IVCS has done since 2007, many companies sell dash [mounted] cameras.
These, as long as they are designed for heavy transport vehicles, are fine for use
in a couple of trucks, but years of experience dictate that any more than two
trucks in a fleet with SD card-driven dash cams, become just too hard to monitor
and essentially these cams end up becoming simply reactive crash-recorders.”
Smaller transport operators, often time-poor, may be self-deceived into
believing a dash-mounted camera might tick their driver safety box, but it is not
a significant tool in reduction of risk or provision of ‘driver science.’
The Operator Ratings System places increasing onus on transporters to be
genuine around needs for driver safety and training. That onus is market driven,
not just COF compliance driven- major contracts will increasingly specify a level
of safety rating.
A passionate advocate on changing driver behaviour, Bowbyes says: “While
there is always industry talk about safety and risk reduction, IVCS does, rather
than just talk – our clients know our system works in reducing accidents,
injuries and fatalities because it identifies, monitors and reviews risks – and
reduces that risk.”
The IVCS team culture is imbued with similar dedication: “The whole IVCS
team actively plays its part in getting truck drivers home safely. It saddens us all
when we hear of another driver being injured or killed when so many of these
incidents are preventable by the identification of poor driving behaviour and
the resultant re-training,” says Bowbyes.
“DriveCam has really opened a new window into driver behaviour. Some very
interesting data is being gathered. For example, often we hear of driver fatigue
being bandied as the biggest cause of major single vehicle accidents. With over
150,000 DriveCam units running worldwide - and over six billion kilometres of
captured events - it is valuable to note that from our findings, fatigue related major
accidents captured actually made up only approximately 2.4% of the root cause.
“The biggest killer on our roads is complacency in the cab followed closely by
distraction,” says Bowbyes.
No spy-in-the-cab scenario, Bowbyes’ approach to changing institutional
dangerous driving behaviours is unequivocal - he says transport companies
should acknowledge theeir part. “Our solution clearly identifies and changes
risky behaviour before it contributes to a major accident, but sadly, some
transport companies still just don’t get it,” Bowbyes says.
Bowbyes tells DIESELtalk that DriveCam as a solution will pay for itself within
a couple of months. “It offers a suite of dollar saving advantages as well as
protecting and crucially, training drivers, because the system’s captured image
and data helps target driver training resources.”
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About DriveCam
DriveCam’s solution –
honed since 1998 and
installed in over 350,000
commercial and passenger
vehicles – gives drivers and
fleet operators a proven way
of addressing the causes of
poor driving and preventing
wasted fuel, collisions and
fraudulent claims.

Every 5 seconds in the United States a motor collision occurs and every 12
minutes a fatality occurs. Each year over $230 billion is spent on collision
claims– a number equal to approximately 2% of our overall GDP. And driving
remains the leading cause of death among professions (as tracked by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics) and teens 16-17 years old. Moreover, it is estimated
that commercial fleets waste some $40 billion in fuel expenses every year.
The fact is that 95% of this waste is avoidable.
Safe and efficient driving is a goal of every driver and every fleet operator –
and the key to managing the enormous costs related to collisions and fuel
consumption. DriveCam’s solution – honed since 1998 and installed in over
350,000 commercial and passenger vehicles – gives drivers and fleet operators
a proven way of addressing the causes of poor driving and preventing wasted
fuel, collisions and fraudulent claims.
That’s why many of the largest fleets in North America turn to DriveCam as
their Fleet Management Solution. Our track record of success has proven to not
only help realise major savings in fuel and collision costs, but to improve safety
culture while protecting drivers and brands.
Our clients tell us the enormous power of video, combined with an efficient,
“programmatic approach” to understanding and addressing the causes of poor
driving is what brings them back to DriveCam year after year.
Additionally, with our commitment to innovation, we continually strive to
expand return on investment by bringing new enhancements to our program,
such as fuel management and fleet tracking.
As the Driver Science Company®, we are dedicated to helping drivers perform
everyday to the best of their ability. Let us show what DriveCam can do for
your fleet.

Brandon Nixon
Chief Executive Officer
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Board of Directors
Justin Jaschke

Chairman of the Board
Justin L. Jaschke founded Verio Inc. in 1996 and served as its CEO and a Director
until 2004. Verio, a leading global Internet services and web hosting provider,
was acquired by NTT Communications in September 2000 in a $6 billion cash
transaction. Prior to forming Verio, Mr. Jaschke served as COO for Nextel
Communications following its merger with OneComm Corporation in 1995.
Mr. Jaschke served as OneComm’s President and a member of its Board of
Directors from 1993 until the merger with Nextel. Previously, he served as
President and CEO of Bay Area Cellular Telephone Company, Vice President of
Corporate Development of PacTel Cellular, Director of Mergers and Acquisitions
for PacTel Corporation and a management consultant with Marakon Associates.

Brandon Nixon
CEO

Mr. Nixon is an entrepreneur and visionary with a track record of leading
successful, high-growth, communications and technology-oriented businesses.
Mr. Nixon joined DriveCam from ViaSat, where he served as senior vice
president responsible for all of the company’s commercial businesses.
Prior to ViaSat, Mr. Nixon was CEO of Enerdyne Technologies, Inc., when it
was acquired by ViaSat. Earlier, Mr. Nixon served as the chief executive officer
of Enerdyne’s parent company along with a sibling subsidiary, Boatracs LLC.
Prior to joining Enerdyne, Mr. Nixon spent nearly two decades in a variety
of executive, management and investor positions within the technology and
communication industries, including Hewlett-Packard, Texas Instruments, PCSI/
Cirrus Logic and SAIC.
Prior to joining Enerdyne, Mr. Nixon was a general partner with a private
equity firm, Housatonic Partners, where he founded the firm’s communications
practice. In his capacity as general partner, he invested in or acquired a number
of telecommunications-related companies. Mr. Nixon holds a B.S. degree in
Computer Engineering from University of California, San Diego and an M.B.A.
degree from the Stanford Graduate School of Business.

JMI Equity

Peter Arrowsmith, General Partner
www.jmi.com
JMI Equity is a multi-stage private equity firm focused on investing in growing
software and business services companies. Since its founding in 1992,
JMI has partnered with over 95 leading software and business services
companies. It manages approximately $1.3 billion of committed capital and is
currently investing its sixth fund, JMI VI, with $600 million of committed capital.
JMI is an experienced and active investor and looks to partner with exceptional
management teams. Its vision when it was founded was to put together a
group of highly skilled professionals who would partner with management
teams in the software and business services sectors to build exceptional
companies. Those sectors have been its exclusive focus for over eighteen years.
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Board of Directors
Menlo Ventures

Doug Carlisle, Managing Director
www.menloventures.com
With over $4 billion under management, Menlo Ventures is one of the largest
technology venture funds in the world. Its track record over the past 32 years
of helping companies achieve market leadership through great strategy and
great execution speaks for itself: over 300 companies, creating tens of billions
of dollars in market value and hundreds of thousands of jobs. Menlo Ventures
invests in all areas of information technology, from companies developing
communication products, to semiconductors, to storage solutions, to mobile
applications, to consumer related Internet sites.

Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe

John D. Clark, Partner
Michael E. Donovan, Partner
www.welshcarson.com

Welsh, Carson, Anderson & Stowe (“WCAS”) was formed in 1979 and has
focused its investment activities in two growth industries, information/
business services and healthcare. WCAS manages $20 billion in capital and has
a current portfolio of over thirty companies. WCAS’s strategy is to buy growth
businesses, partner with outstanding management teams and build value for its
investors through a combination of operational improvements, internal growth
initiatives and strategic acquisitions.

Insight Venture Partners

Larry Handen, Managing Director
www.insightpartners.com
Insight Venture Partners is the leading private equity and venture capital firm
focused on the global software and Internet industries. Since its founding
in 1995, Insight has been the fastest-growing firm in software and Internet
investing. Insight Venture Partners draws upon a deep pool of resources to
strengthen the companies with which they work. Insight’s involvement as
investors begins with active board involvement, but extends far beyond.
It provides access to a deep network of industry executives and contacts,
capital for acquisitions and growth, introductions to potential customers and
partners, and a long-term, global view of the markets in which it invests.

Triangle Peak Partners

Mike Morgan, Director
www.trianglepeakpartners.com
Triangle Peak Partners, LP is an investment firm focused on venture capital and
private equity investments in private and public companies in the technology,
energy, and alternative energy sectors. The firm has over $300 million in assets
under management, $165 million of which is in venture capital and private
equity, and has offices in Carmel, Palo Alto and Houston.

Griffin LLC

Tom LaFleur, Partner
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Drivecam Inc – Stability and Strength
Strong Sales Growth,
New Investment and
Acquisition Set Stage for
Further Expansion in 2012.

SAN DIEGO – January 19, 2012 – DriveCam, Inc., a global Driver Risk
Management company, ended 2011 with an increase in service revenue that
exceeded 50%, marking three consecutive years of profitable operations.
This continued success allowed DriveCam to attract $85 million in new
investment funding from one of the leading private equity investors worldwide,
WELSH, CARSON, ANDERSON & STOWE XI, LP, and announce the acquisition of
RAIR Technologies, a leading provider of regulatory compliance solutions for
DOT-regulated fleets.
“In this struggling economy, it’s unusual for a company to experience continued
sales growth as strong as we have – three years in a row,” commented
DriveCam CEO Brandon Nixon. “Our continued growth and market leadership
is a direct reflection of the unique solutions we provide our clients in making
them safer, more competitive and more profitable.”
In 2011, DriveCam expanded its business across a variety of industries,
including trucking and distribution, transit, waste, utilities and federal/local
government. Top-tier fleets added to DriveCam’s portfolio included ONEOK,
Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (PSE&G),Waste Industries,Linde and Pat
Salmon & Sons. In addition, many current clients expanded their relationship
with DriveCam by adding additional vehicles into the program and extending
multi-year contracts. These included First Transit, AmeriGas, ARS-Rescue
Rooter, NJ Transit ,Washington Metropolitan Transit Authority (WMATA) and
Progressive Waste Solutions, among others. Further strengthening DriveCam’s
footprint in the United States was its contract award by National Joint Powers
Alliance® (NJPA). DriveCam also expanded its international footprint,
including major client wins in Canada and South Africa. Ending the year,
DriveCam’s SaaS-based services now support over 500 fleet clients and protect
more than 400,000 drivers.
Also in 2011, DriveCam’s acquisition of RAIR Technologies allowed it to both
broaden its services and expand its customer base. RAIR provides web-based
safety and compliance services to many top fleets in trucking, distribution
and transit, including 50% of the “Top 100” carriers in the U.S. and Canada.
Its services allow fleet operators to efficiently manage hours-of-service logs,
CSA safety scores, driver qualification and vehicle inspection requirements.
Along with its acquisition of RAIR Technologies, DriveCam continues to invest
in its technologies and services. It added to its patent portfolio covering key
innovations in driver management; each of these patents further enhances
DriveCam’s ability to deliver high-quality services to its customers.
“The combination of our strong balance sheet, the ability to invest in our business
and our market momentum position us for continued market leadership,”
Nixon continued. “We are proud to be working with some of the best fleets in
the world and to be recognised by the investment community for the value we
deliver. We are extremely bullish about 2012 and look forward to another year of
strong sales expansion, strategic acquisitions and expanded job growth.”

About DriveCam, Inc.
As proven experts in the science of safe and efficient driving,
DriveCam prevents collisions and reduces fuel costs by improving the way
people drive. Our solution addresses the causes of poor driving by combining
data and video analytics with real-time driver feedback and coaching, resulting
in reductions in collision-related costs and fuel consumption in over 500
commercial fleets, while protecting more than 400,000 drivers.
In addition, DriveCam holds the world’s largest database of risky driving, which
is continually used to improve proprietary analytics and deliver insights into
transportation industry trends. DriveCam was recently recognised as #30 in
The Wall Street Journal’s listing of Top 50 Venture-Backed Companies.
For more information, visit www.drivecam.com.
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Contact Us
Thank you for taking the time to view this document. For further information
please don’t hesitate to contact us.
Australia
e: info@ivcs.com.au
p: 1 800 201 468
w: www.ivcs.com.au

New Zealand
e: info@ivcs.co.nz
p: 09 925 0376
w: www.ivcs.co.nz
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